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Having successfully repelled the Resistance incursion into the Sol system, Terran Fleet Command

must now deal with the far-flung worlds of the Sajeth Collective, which sponsored the attack. Task

forces are dispatched to Damara and Lesheera to begin the first human blockades of entire planets.

With the only ships fast enough to quickly bring the fight to the enemy's doorstep, TFC must do so

alone, leaving only minimal forces behind to safeguard the Earth. At home, humanity finally makes

its decision regarding membership in the Pelaran Alliance. At the same time, the Guardian makes a

decision of its own, calling the entire purpose behind its 500-year mission into question. On the far

side of Sajeth Collective space, the newly formed Crowned Republic of Graca experiments with

technology so revolutionary that it attracts the attention of a powerful new enemy. Responding to a

call for help from Prince Rugali Naftur himself, the Leadership Council must decide if rescuing a few

Wek scientists is worth the risk of yet another war, this time involving direct conflict with the Pelaran

Alliance itself. Piloting a single, largely untested ship, Captain Tom Prescott and crew are once

again called upon for a special mission - a trip into the heart of an empire to complete an

assignment that only the Guardian itself could have envisioned.
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Clearly a cut above almost all sci fi series out there. Ok, a bit self congratulatory re: humanity, but

incredibly fun to read. Haven't enjoyed a set of stories as much as these in awhile. Can't wait for

next installment.



I have just finished the 4th book in this series and cant wait for the next one already. the way the

author pulls you into the story is great. He weaves just enough fact and fiction into the story to make

it seem possible. His character development is consistent and makes you root for your hero and

despise the villain. I have enjoyed all 4 books and highly recommend this author to all SIFI buffs.

I am not good in the review story but I have to say this is a very good one in continuation with all the

previous booksThank you very much

I have enjoyed this series like none other. I have been patiently waiting for this one for some time. It

did not disappoint. Most book series tend to rehash the same points after a few installments. Mr.

Harris does not. Each book is better than the last. New twists, new characters, new battles. Patiently

waiting again for the next one in line. I have reread each of the previous 3 several times, now I ha e

another to continue.

Yet another captivating installment of the Terran Fleet Command series. This book adds some

interesting twists to the overall story.

Five stars again. I can't wait for the next book! Mr Harris have the gift of both concluding a story line

and creating a cliffhanger.

The Terran Fleet Saga has been an enjoyable series. Think Carl Sagan's "Contact" meets Patrick

O'Brian's "Master and Commander". I find myself anticipating the release for the next book!

I chose to give this 5 stars because the whole series is such great fun. Fun to read and fun to

anticipate the next one.Mr. Harris is a good wordsmith and with a very workmanlike manner creates

entertainment that is satisfying to the mind.
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